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ABSTRACT – Due to extensive applications of the thin film/substrate systems in engineering, the
research on strength, ductility and reliability of these systems have attracted great deal of interest
in recent years. The peel angle of debonded film on the ceramic substrate has a very important
effect in the mechanical resistance of film/substrate bi-material. Among critical debonding
parameters, peeling angle and thermal residual stresses can be a potential risk of brutal
propagation causing the film/substrate composite failure under tensile loading. This study is carried
out to analyze the peeling angle and residual thermal stresses effects with crack growth in the
specimen. A two dimensional elastic-plastic finite element model is used to compute the J-integral
and estimate the plastic zone size at the interfacial crack tip of film/substrate composite. Results
show that the peeling phenomena is a fracture mixed mode where the dominance of either mode I
or mode II is influenced by the peeling angle while delamination of thin film is greatly dependent on
thermal residual stresses.
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INTRODUCTION
Several application fields related to thin films and their film/substrate adherence capability are of great interest [1-3];
however, delamination can occur for various reasons such as residual and thermal stresses and the difference in expansion
coefficient of the film/substrate pair. In the classical peel test, the energy dissipated by mechanisms other than
delamination should be accounted [4-6] to determine intrinsic interface properties where the local mode mixity is
evaluated based on analytical results. A semi-analytical expression for the work done by bending plasticity is proposed
to provide a precise value of the interface fracture energy [7]. A trans-scale mechanics model has been adopted to describe
the interfacial fracture behaviors of the metal thin film peeled on the ceramic substrate and optimization scheme for peel
force and root rotation [8, 9]. In the nonlinear delamination analysis for thin films using conventional elastic-plastic
theory, results show that the peak separation stress levels during the delamination of the film can never exceed 4 times
the yield stress [10, 11]. Wei and Hutchinson [12] presented a steady-state delamination study of an elastic film on an
elastoplastic substrate or an elastoplastic film on an elastic substrate under uniform equi-biaxial stress, using the
embedded process zone fracture model (EPZ) [13, 14]. Suo et al. examined a plasticity-free strip with (SSV) model [15].
Peel test is one of the most important methods to evaluate the interface mechanical properties, mainly to determine the
interface properties between films and substrates. Due to its importance, the peel test has been widely applied in many
research areas [16-18]. However when thin film or substrate is a ductile material, the measured peeling force is often
much larger than the interfacial adhesion toughness. The phenomenon arises from the plastic dissipation due to material
plastic loading and unloading deformation. In order to model the increase of peeling force (or energy release rate) due to
plastic dissipation, Thouless and Yang [19] carried out a two-dimensional finite-element analysis of the peel test in which
a cohesive-zone model is adopted for the peeling of an elastic–plastic film while Ghabezi and Farahani [20] studied the
cohesive mechanism and traction-separation parameters in mode I and II fracture . They showed that the peel force depend
on the toughness of the interface and by crack-tip plasticity induced by the cohesive stresses.
In the previous following decade, various investigations related to delamination of ductile thin film adopting a bending
model was presented [21-23]. Chauffaille et al. [24] carried out an elastoplastic analysis of a single cantilever beam (SCB)
adhesion test, in which only the thin film is subjected to applied bending moment sufficiently great to induce elastoplastic
behaviour in the assumed adherend. However, Zhang and Wang [25] adopted a cohesive zone model to analyze the
elastic-plastic thin film peeling problems using the energy of adhesion and the peak separation stress as key parameters
called interface strength. The strain gradient incremental theory has been developed and used to study the steady-state
crack growth in mode I [26, 27]. The result shows that the peak interface separation stress ahead of crack tip can reach a
value over ten times the material yielding stress.
The presence of residual stress field in thin film/substrate has a strong effect on their performances and plays a major
role in this composite failure behaviour. In general, the residual stress state in a thin film is complicated, depending on
fabrication process specifics and varying through the film thickness [28-33]. From the literature presented, which is by
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no means an exhaustive list, it is clear that there are considerable efforts dedicated to modeling, understanding and
explaining peeling phenomenon. However, existing models have many shortcomings due to the intrinsic complexity of
adhesion system. One of the debonding aspects that has not yet been fully explored is the dissipated energy rate based Jintegral method computing all stress and strain fields around the crack tip located between elastic rigid substrate and
elastoplastic film.
In this study, finite element method (FEM) is used to investigate the peeling behaviour of an elastic-plastic film
bonded on an elastic substrate using J-integral concept to evaluate the energy rate in the vicinity of the crack tip located
at the interface .The plastically deformed region of the peel was estimated to quantify the part of energy dissipated in this
process zone. Also peeling angle, crack length and thermal residual stresses were highlighted.

GEOMETRICAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL
Figure 1 illustrates a 2D geometrical model carried out with Abaqus software [34]. The composite consists of two
dissimilar materials fully bonded: alumina (substrate) and aluminum film, characterized by their mechanical properties;
Young moduli Es= 345 GPa and Ef = 72 GPa, Poisson ratio s= 0.3 and f = 0.3 while hs and hf indicate the thickness (s
and f subscripts are related to substrate an film respectively) and b is the width of the specimen. Thicknessand stiffness
of the substrate are generally much greater than those of the film. An edge interface crack of length a is considered. The
film is subjected to a tensile load F= σ0.b.hf = P.b (σ0=40MPa) and the substrate bottom edge is fixed.

Figure 1. Geometrical model of film bonded to a substrate
Figure 2 shows the meshed specimen with a refined mesh near the contact region and a gradually coarse mesh further
from the contact region to ensure numerical accuracy. The composite film/substrate is modeled using 36750 elements,
the crack tip region is modeled by eight noded (CPS8R) and the quarter-point elements, as shown in Figure 2(b) allowing
to relieve the singularity problem when assessing the integral J which is also independent of the integration path while
the remaining area is meshed with triangular elements (CPS6M), Figure 2(a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Typical mesh model of film bonded to a substrate: (a) full mesh and (b) detailed mesh
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The behaviour of substrate (Ceramic) very rigid is considered to be linear elastic and the film (Aluminum) to exhibit
 =  y (  y )
an elastic plastic constitutive behaviour whose plastic part obeys a power law in
form with yielding stress
σy =350 MPa and an expoent m = 0.1315 as represented in Figure 3. The FEM simulations with non linear analysis using
automatic time stepping are carried out using ABAQUS code.
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Figure 3. Stress–strain curve of film

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Energy Balance
An energy balance is often used to relate the determined peel force to the specific fracture energy. In this specimen,
the peel arm is assumed as a part of circle with a crack termination at the root. The applied force F to the adherend is
inclined by an angle θ relative to the horizontal axis. During elastic peeling, part of the work done by the peel force is
stored in the elastically deforming system and the rest is used to provide the work required to break the interfacial bonding
and create the new fracture surface with a crack length a. When plastic dissipation occurs around the crack tip due to
singular strains, bending is the predominant mode of delamination during plastically deforming film. By superposition
principle, the above model in Figure 1 can be decomposed in two parts as shown in Figure 4.

G − GP ( B )

Ja
Figure 4. Equivalent model

with,

M AB = P.b.sin  .R.sin  − P.b.cos .R.(1 − cos )

M AB = P.b.R.(1 − cos )
which becomes,
Therefore, in a stress state elastic plastic peeling the energy balance can be written as:
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J = G − Gp ( B ) + J a
G =

(1 − cos  ) = P (1 − cos  )
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Case 1: For

0  kB  1

G =0
peeling involves only elastic bending, i.e. no plastic dissipation is involved p
.

Case 2: For

1  kB  2

peeling involves elastic-plastic loading and elastic unloading, but no reverse plasticity.

kB  2

Case 3: For
reverse plastic deformation is involved.
U i 

J a =  Wdy − Ti
ds 
x



is the J-integral part due to the presence of the crack a. For this purpose an independent path
W =  ij  ij
T =  ij n j
contour Г is chosen as shown in Figure 4;
is the strain energy density, i
the traction vector along the
u


U i

=
 
x
x  v 
contour Г,
is the derivative of the displacement vector and ds denotes an increment along the contour Г.
 =0
The J-integral on all parts of Г is vanished by both or either ij
and dy = 0 excepted the edge AB where its value is
obtained by integration along the elastic and plastic zones, i.e.



J a = J el + J pl

(3)

According to [35] and setting hf=h and Ef=E, the J-integral is equal to:
Ja =

M
2bh

 .hel3 +
3

 y2 1 − m  h

(

hel 
m
E m 1y− m m +1 h m + 2 − helm + 2
 −
+
E m + 1  2 2  ( m + 1)( m + 2 ) 2m +1

el

where,
=

)

(4)

pl

(

M = P.b.a.sin  + M AB

)

1 M
=
 EI is the curvature of segment OA under bending determined from the following equation:

 2+ m + c 2 + d = 0

c=−

With,
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I = Iz =

bh

3

12 is the moment of inertia of the cross-section AB.
m
 =  y  y
m is the exponent of the power law
, hel is the height of the elastic zone in the cross-section AB obtained
2 y
hel =
E

and

(

from the equation

)

as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Elastic plastic stress and strain distribution in the cross-section AB
Effect of Peeling Angle

2

J Integral (J/m )

Figure 6 shows the variation of J-integral as a function of normalized crack length for different values of the
peeling angle θ and hf/hs = 0.075. For θ< 45° whatever a/w, the J parameter is nearly constant and this is mainly due to
lower stress and strain fields at the interfacial crack tip. The effect of the peeling angle θ appears when its value exceeds
45° and a/w is above 0.12; a very large gap between the values of the J-integral is noted. In this case, the interfacial
fracture energy increases rapidly. It reaches its maximum at a loading orientation of 90°. This may be due to the fact that
the crack is solicited mainly in pure opening mode I. Then the strain and stress fields can be almost maximum resulting
from the increase of the J parameter. When the angle θ decreases the crack propagates in mixed mode (I + II), with the
dominance of the mode I until 60° (dominance mode I). Below 60°, the dominance of mode II is observed.This orientation
leads to a distribution of normal and shearing stresses in the interface. This distribution gives mixed mode behaviour of
the crack. The values of the J-integral do not present a risk of brutal fracture because they are largely lower than the
toughness of the pair film/substrate. The results of Figure 6 show that the increase of the peeling angle θ leads to the
increase of the J parameter and consequently to the expansion of the plastic zone size at the crack tip.
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Figure 6. Variation of J integral vsa/w for different peeling angle θ (hf/hs = 0.075)
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Figure 7 illustrates the extent of the plastic zone for different values of angle θ, (a/w = 0.18 and hf/hs =0.075). The
plastic zone depends strongly on the peeling angle θ. Indeed, the plastic zone size increases with the peeling angle. Thus,
the plastic zone area for θ = 90° is much greater compared to that for θ = 15°. This increase of the plastic zone can be due
to a significant plastic strain caused by the increase of the peeling angle of film where the mode I dominates the mode II.
For small angles, the plastic zone has a circular shape around the crack tip. However, when the opening of the film
increases, the area of the plastic zone extends over the entire thickness of the film above the crack tip.
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Figure 7. Contour of plastic zone for different peeling angle θ (a/w = 0.18)
Effect of Residual Stresses
To study the effect of residual stresses on the film-substrate system, the film/substrate composite is subjected to
thermo-mechanical loading; the couple is heated to temperatures of elaboration and then cooled to room temperature
(25°C). The film is subjected to a tensile load F. The film has an elastic plastic behaviour whose the stress-strain curve
at different temperature is shown on Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Stress–Strain curve of film at different temperature
Table 1 gives the mechanical and thermal properties of the film and substrate at different temperatures. The thermal
residual stresses are created during cooling at room temperature. The differences between thermal and mechanical
properties are the source of a heterogeneous strain between the two materials. A gradient of residual stress develops in
the two materials in the vicinity of the interface. These developed residual stresses represent the initial state of stress field
in both film and substrate prior to mechanical loading.
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Table 1. Mechanical and thermal properties of the substrate and film at different temperatures
T(°C)

Es (MPa)

Ef (MPa)

s

f

S (1/°K)

f (1/°K)

25

34500

7200

0.3

0.33

6.2×10-6

2.26×10-6

150

343100

68000

0.3

0.33

7×10-6

2.26×10-6

206

342800

63000

0.3

0.33

7.2×10-6

2.30×10-6

260

342000

59000

0.3

0.33

7.3×10-6

2.33×10-6

Figure 9 shows the variation of the J-integral as a function of normalized crack length a/w for different temperatures

T. The analysis of this figure clearly reflects that the rise of the temperature T leads to an increase of the fracture energy
at the interface crack. Indeed, the most significant values of the J-integral are obtained for high crack lengths, particularly
above a/w = 0.16 and high temperature T values. Thus, the mechanical properties of the metal ductility increases,
involving an increase in plastic strain close to the vicinity of the crack, which is directly related to the
J-integral
value. Comparing J-integral values, it can be seen that the fracture energy value obtained for T = 235°C is worth almost
double of that obtained at room temperature T= 0°C.
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Figure 9. Variation of J integral vs a/w for different temperature T (hf/hs=0.075, θ=30°)
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The extent of plastic zone for different temperatures T is shown in Figure 10, for a normalized crack length
a/w
= 0.18. The same phenomenon observed in Figure 9 is encountered in Figure 10. The size and shape of the plastic zone
depends on the mechanical properties of ductility of metal. These properties vary upward with temperature creating a
significant plasticization around the crack tip. Indeed, when the temperature increases, the plastic zone size is more
expanding while approaching the crack tip. The area of the plastic zone obtained for T = 235°C is nearly twice of that
obtained at T= 0°C.

CONCLUSIONS
Peeling angle and residual stresses effects on the film-substrate system was numerically conducted and he results are
summarized as below:
1.

The J-integral values at interfacial crack tip depend on both the crack length, the peeling angle of the film debonded
with respect to the substrate and the mechanical energy at the crack tip.

2.

The opening effect of the peeling angle describes a threshold of 45°. When this angle decreases below this threshold,
it can be seen the dominance of mode II fracture providing weak variation of J-integral value. Beyond 45° the
fracture energy increases rapidly due to the fact that the crack is solicited towards mixed mode until 60° where
fracture can be occurs. From 60° to 90° the dominance of mode I increases rapidly the J-integral value. In an other
hand, the gradual opening of the peeling angle generates an increasingly wide plastic zone around the crack tip to
extend over the almost thickness of the film.

3.

J-integral and plastic zone size parameters reach their maximum values when the film is oriented perpendicular to
the substrate.

4.

Delamination of thin film is highly dependent on thermal residual stresses. The increase in temperature leads to an
intensified interfacial fracture energy and the extent of the plastic zone at the crack tip.
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